Dear Robert Hollis, Bruce Mcquaig and metrolinx board:

Please listen to ttc Riders. Presto is not right for all riders and it is unfair the ttc is trying to force riders onto the European styled presto cards.
I refuse to get a presto card as its to Europeanized and European styled. $6.00 is too much for the presto card as well. Please Eliminate the 6.00 fee to get a presto card for ttc riders.

I rely on the ttc to get to and from work and will not accept presto or get a presto card: there is no $6.00 fee to get tokens or a monthly printed Metropass. Hence there should be no $6.00 fee to get a presto card.

Please have a monthly printed ttc **Presto Card** with the month and year printed on the pass itself that riders can buy monthly once presto is fully implemented in 2018. Monthly passes were not and are not broken. We need to keep monthly printed ttc passes as a monthly printed TTC presto card.

Just like there are tokens and metropasses currently, please give riders two Presto Cards to chose from buying:

1. **Have a monthly printed Ttc Presto card with the month and year printed on the card itself that riders can buy monthly. The monthly ttc presto card could be sold through ttc pass vending machines, shoppers drugmart, loblaws, and other ttc retailers.**

2. **Have a plain Presto card for ttc riders that want to use it in place of Tokens or just want funds on their card.**

It is important to give riders a choice of fare cards and let them choose what works best for them.

It is important to keep monthly printed passes with the month and year printed on the card as a monthly printed TTC presto pass with the month and year printed on the card itself.

Thank you,
Sincerely Justin